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-United States Pattern Coins: Complete Source for History, Rarity, and Values By J. Hewitt
This "red book" guide has saved me hundreds of dollars already and I've only owned it for a month or so. It has helped me know the value of a particular date and grade of Indian Head Cent, and thereby avoid over-bidding for an item on Ebay or another on-line site. I like things that make me smarter AND save me money, and therefore I like this book a lot. In addition, the author Rick Snow has an easy and readable writing style. The final part of the book includes a very interesting and informative section on counterfeit and doctored Indian Head Cents, and a short biography of James B. Longacre, the Chief Engraver who is also the designer of the Indian Head Cent. There is no doubt that this book is an essential basic reference for any collector of 1 cent coins from 1856 - 1909. Liberty Head nickels are also sometimes referred to as V nickels (for the big Roman numeral V which means five on the back of the coin) and Barber nickels (for the coin's designer, Charles E. Barber). Here are some fascinating facts about Liberty nickels and tips for collecting them; There Are Only 2 Liberty Nickels With Mintmarks. It's true. A recent auction sale of a 1913 Liberty nickel brought in the second-highest price ever paid for a coin $4.15 million! Tips For Collecting Liberty Head Nickels. Liberty Head nickels can be collected as a set, and many people today try to collect every date in the series. Other Helpful Resources. A Guide Book Of Shield And Liberty Head Nickels. Mysteries Of The 1913 Liberty Head Nickels Revealed. Joshua.